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        Zimbile Farm 

         Bembesi 

 

The Chief Veterinary Insp 

 Veterinary  Department  

  Bulawayo 

   Dear Sir 

     I shall be obliged if you will assist me to get, 

or advise me how to get,  The Zimbile  Fingo Location boundary fence 

overhauled & made cattle proof; A short account of how & the reason why 

this fence came into existence will explain my appeal. 

 On the 10
th

 March 1904, as coast fever had been prevalent on the 

Fingo Location fr some time, my firm wrote to the Government to fence our 

then boundary, AB of attached sketch, 3 ¾ miles in length, we offered to pay 

half the cost of material and erect the fence at our expense, also to erect free 

of cost that on BC if the material were supplied – the Government were 

sorry  they could not contribute towards the work & we had to erect our 3 ¾ 

miles. Later on the land owners & farmers association persuaded the 

government  to fence the remainder of the Location and we flagged off, in 

October 1905, the boundary for the contractors. Thinking this an opportune 

time we applied for a refund fpr half the material in our fence – however the 

Government was sorry that they could not entertain the idea. 

 The fence the government erected (BC on sketch) consists of 4 strands 

of barbed wire, wire lacing, iron standards & pole straining posts – the wire 

& straining posts all quite serviceable but the lacing should be replaced by 

droppers & straining posts by iron posts.  The native users should share the 

responsibility of upkeep but I have not been able to find any in authority to 

enforce this: Unless this is done [y?]our recent & probable future internal 

fences may have a similar fate to that on the Fingo Location-Natbazinduna 

Reserve boundary which, after your department lost interest in it through 

absence of disease was flattened out, nibbled at & finally the scattered 

remnants were sold to an enterprising local farmer.  

 My fence AB on sketch started as a good one & I have managed to 

keep it in good order by using methods expensive, unpleasant & dangerous. 

 I hope you will be able to assist me in this matter. 

   Yours faithfully 

                      P. Fletcher 


